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EXT. VLADS FIANCE GRAVE. DAY

Cloudy, it's about to rain. A lugubrious forest. An owl
catch a forest mouse, devours him reveling... a caped man
with a torch in front of a tombstone. He thrust the torch in
the ground.

He puts a bucket of lilies at the intricate carved grave, no
(old blood trails on it), many lilies carved, only the first
part of the name is distinguishable "elisabeth". The man
kneel, his lips moves but his face can't be seen, his
whispers/litany has a archaic accent.

CAPED MAN (V.O.)
(whisper)

...my fear, deter my path, i shall
not allow. Obstacles shall not
diverge me from my path. alas
immortality conquered have i not,
still am I alive and my legacy shall
remain as my valor. my remaining
life i pledge in defeating all my
past enemies who took ye from me. At
thy sign, ready will i be... to
build thine empire.(beat) rest, my
love, thy kingdom is close.

In the light of a lightning he bite his thumb, his fangs are
seen. He let some droplets of blood fall on the grave. The
new stain blend with the old ones.

Rain breaks down, but the man staies still while lightning.
Torch fire dies.

EXT. DARK ALLEY - NIGHT

Michael at a side door of a night club.

SELENE(V.O)
Michael you have to feed or the
hunger will turn you into an
uncontrollable predator.

Selene in front of a cupboard with empty blood bags.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

SELENE(V.O)
We don't have that many
alternatives!

Two women exiting startle him. He follows them hesitantly
from distance

WOMAN 1
I don't know what you gave me but is
fucking cool. Hi, hi... i'm so hi.

VAMPIRE WOMAN
Good, but you have to play for it

WOMAN 1
What?

VAMPIRE WOMAN
Relax, honey. You wont feel a thing.

The fangs came out. scared, the  woman SCREARM, and back
away. michael speeds up catch up to them. The vampire stop
in the middle of the attempted bite, sniff the air turns to
see michael and... runs away.

WOMAN 1
Help... that woman, thing...

She suddenly stops her pace to michael when he sees his
face. mild transformation.

WOMAN 1
You too?...

She retreat scared and gets out her mobile phone, dial, but
she drops on the asphalt at michaels approach

PHONE VOICE
911, what's your emergency?

Michael picks up the phone and puts it back in her hand,
then depart after the vampire woman

Michael partly transformed catching up to the vampire

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (2)

Michael seize the vampire, she struggle but he slash her
throat. she BLEEDS,

She has one hand, on the open slid, the blood still leaks
through her fingers. Michael bends over to drink but...
stops mesmerized by the streams of flowing blood flowing
through her fingers.

INT. DORMITORY  - NIGHT

time: Michaels childhood. nowadays minus 25 years.

Silence only breathing sound. Like in a dream: Pov of the
monster. He gets distracted by a light being turned off. he
gets in that direction. He's coming for the boys house. the
creature break a vase downstairs. in bed kid moves like
turning and running, in his sleep. The creature is near his
bed looking at/in the bed. young Michael awakens screaming,
but the creature is not near his bed.

his mom comes to comfort him.

MOTHER
Again a nightmare, it's nothing, i'm
here with you now... lets get back
in bad. I'll sing one, ok?

Mom sings a sweet song to the kid, turns out the light.

EXT. EXTERIOR OF THE HOUSE

The creature is coming exactly as the boy dreamed.

Comes toward the song. The song ends.

INT. DORMITORY  - NIGHT

Silence in dormitory. Mother and son sleep in the same bad.

EXT. INTERIOR OF THE HOUSE. CONT

creature is distracted and gets to turn back and break a/the
vase.
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INT. DORMITORY  - NIGHT

MOTHER is weakened up, so is the (about 5 year old) boy.

MOTHER
Somebody is in the living!

YOUNG MICHAEL
Mommy, I'm afraid. the monster is
coming for me.

more NOISE and furious barks from neighbor dogs

MOTHER
No one is coming for you.

Mother gets up and prepare the "fort"

MOTHER
You have to hide, while mamma scares
off, the bad man.

YOUNG MICHAEL
Don't go mommy, it's a monster...

mother pulls the TABLECLOTH to the ground so nobody can see
under it

MOTHER
Shsss. Here sweetheart, hide in this
castle, no one can see you here... i
don't wanna hear a sound from you.
And don't come out until i call you,
kay sweetie?

she force the kid under the table, takes a vase, as a pole.
at the door she's stopped by a fast CREATURE, who slice her
throat, in a single blow. she falls down.

EXT. EXTERIOR OF THE HOUSE

MAD BARKS from outside, the DOG escaped his chain and now is
violently charging (barking)at the front door.
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EXT. INTERIOR OF THE HOUSE

kids(scared) pov: peeping. the creature is in front of the
bed. It is empty.

neighbor lights turns on. The creature disappears
frustrated.

Mother (lain down) tries to stop the bleeding, bare hands.
Young Michael comes out of his hiding place to help.

YOUNG MICHAEL
Mommy, mommy...

he puts his hands on top of hers, in an effort to stop the
bleeding, but THE BLOOD still SPILL through his fingers

MOTHER
(gorging voice)

Go back Michael, he might be back.
Hide! The monster is coming back...
for you, if you don't hide...

he goes back scared, STAINS (hand marks) the tablecloth with
blood. mother dies.

the kid stays under table while the BLOOD PUDDLE is slowly
reaching to him.

the kid's looking from under table, only a half of his face
is visible. His eyes are like in trance, empty, fixed,
looking into the camera(viewer).

LATER paramedics arrive at the scene

PARAMEDIC 2
What a hack...

PARAMEDIC 1
It's no use trying anything, she's
already cold.

PARAMEDIC 2
she bleed to death?

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (2)

PARAMEDIC 1
Exsanguination! Alone in--

PARAMEDIC 2
--Jesus... there's someone here.
Look!

PARAMEDIC 1
who... my God. A kid?! it's ok kid,
don't be scared, come out.

PARAMEDIC 2
Look at his eyes... God, he
witnessed all...

the kid starts to swing back and forth, still in trance.

YOUNG MICHAEL
the monster is coming back, the
monster is coming back, the...

EXT. DARK ALLEY - NIGHT

Micheal has his hands on her to stop bleeding. intense looks
at the blood spilling through his fingers.

MICHAEL
No!, no, nooo!

Images of past and present overlap. (Shaken) he let the
vampire escape. Her wound is healing while she runs away.

He remains alone in the ally.

MICHAEL
(resignation sigh)

Maybe... creatures ain't made to
feed on each other.

NOISE. A CAT with a mouse on his mouth appears out of the
dark. Cross his path and walks away

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

MICHAEL
(to God)

come on! it's not like i didn't
tried it. i'm not... a monster.

INT. BRAN CASTLE. DAY

year 1100.

SERVANT
The gift, ready it is, sire.

COUNT VLAD
It has to be perfect! A perfect goft
for a perfect woman. A nice
surprise...

Servant shows/gives him a box. The content isn't shown, yet

SERVANT
Our best metal worker worked it, in
secret, as requested. Pure silver
and the most precious white
stones...

COUNT VLAD
She deserve it. She gave me the
courage to be the man i am.

WOMAN SERVANT
May god bless her heart and keep you
as our ruler. Long time since our
little country seen righteousness
from its ruler, backed up by a
beautiful...

SERVANT
And wise woman. A woman can make or
destroy him, we had been blessed
with...

two scouts enters the room. Count Vlad makes sign and the
servants retreat.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

SCOUT 1
Sire, worrisome news, from western
borders.

at sign, everybody leave.

COUNT VLAD
Corvinus? dared has he a move
against our borders?

SCOUT 1
No sire.

COUNT VLAD
Ah. the medicine!? Discovered have
you, how black death has he cheated?

SCOUT 1
yes, sire.

the scout hesitate

COUNT VLAD
Continue, freely ye can speak. this
medicine useful it is, to us, for
times of peace... or war.

SCOUT 2
Sire, the medicine... from Helena,
his wife, it is. blood infusion
cured has him and their sons.

COUNT VLAD
Interesting ye words, but perilous?

SCOUT 2
The blood... danger lies not in
cure, but in the exceptional powers
it gives. He, a horse can lift, bare
hand, this i saw sire, my own eyes.

SCOUT 1
To such a man people art drawn.
gathering an army, a hard job ain't,
for him.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (2)

COUNT VLAD
(whisper to himself)

people strong leaders like...

SCOUT 1
With the aid of the cursed blood he
could rise an army and rule the
world.

COUNT VLAD
Rubbish... he will share such power
with noone.

SCOUT 1
very secretive this matter is
strictly protected. Leads on this
emptied our pouches.

COUNT VLAD
and they shall be full again! more
do tell.

SCOUT 2
rumors art of life extend, many
centuries... immortality rumors have
we heard, backbiting this words can
be, but healing powers art true!

COUNT VLAD
Yee power... to invade, no one would
dare, my little country. A heavenly
gift--

 a (secret) wall door is opened in the back.

FIANCE
--gift? what gift? do tell me.

COUNT VLAD
In my little country abolished have
i. Wretched habits, thugs and
beggers, olde memories art--

FIANCE
--Your methodes art--

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (3)

COUNT VLAD
Cruel but... Efficient. My love,
reinstate have i, righteousness as
law, innocent has noth to fear in my
kingdom.

FIANCE
Your thoughts big art, as always, my
lord, but my question hasn't been
answered, the gift...

COUNT VLAD
how would ye feel about a  Walacho-
Hungry Empire? (beat) a worthy
wedding gift.

FIANCE
wow, for myself? will Alexander, my
cousin, agree? slim odds there art.

COUNT VLAD
Nay, Corvinus shall not oppose my
way. Politics, my dear, bore thee
shall i not with it... better than
he, you can make it. rule shall ye,
over thy people and thy people shall
know righteousness again. What say
ye, make me, a sign of acceptance at
this gift.

FIANCE
Hungry ruled by a woman... in this
times, scarce odds, but if it is...
at my sign, i need time to consider.

Vlad nods smiling at her playful gaze.

FIANCE
Empress... I'd like that, maybe.

COUNT VLAD
Until time is right, please accept
this small token of my pure
intention and love for thee.

He puts on her chest a beautiful white lily BROCHE.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (4)

FIANCE
Oh, beautiful it is, beautiful... My
dearest, you shouldn't. Oh! i shall
depart now to find a proper dress
for this(broche).

she sends meringue kisses and enthusiastically depart

SCOUT 1
Shall i seek mercenaries?

COUNT VLAD
Delicacy this matter requires. And
only one man is that trustworthy...
Vlad the Righteous.

SCOUT 1
You? Your highness, to dangerous it
is for yourself...

Vlad makes sign to silence them.

COUNT VLAD
corvinus' castle maps do i desire,
hard gold shall i pay for every
detail. An encounter arrange me,
with someone of Corvinus household
favorable to us...

SCOUT 1
We already have our spy.. ally.

SCOUT 1 make a sign and a soldier who waited outside the
room  is called. he enters, camera show his BOOTS

INT. VLADS PLACE - NIGHTTIME

Nowadays.

a (vampire)soldier walks in, revealed from BOOTS up to VLAD,
a man in his 60, classy style close and with a slight
archaic accent, with a bow sold give him a FILE (among
others) containing night vision pictures.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

the office room is close in appearance to the one in the
flashback, no technology here, only shelves of books, same
Gothic architecture, old-ish, classy looks.

SANDY
Their location sire!

VLAD
The woman who outgrow a strong man,
what odds were there... and him, my
sign. Sandy! i want a chat with them
kids, they shall be my allies for
the times that come.

SANDY
Understood!

He depart, after two steps he stops

SANDY
If they refuse invitation, should
I...

VLAD
You youngsters, so eager about
killing. better places are for your
skills, my soldier. If they don't
come...  more convincing ways there
are, motivate them, find a leverage.
(beat) Do not come home if you fail.
It's an easy task.

SANDY
understood!

VLAD
serve me well.

Vlad drops the picture on the table. images with Michael and
Selene at their place(apartment).

INT. APARTMENT. NIGHT

Selene sleeping. Michael awake can't fall asleep.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

MICHAEL
Sel, am i a monster?

SELENE
(sleepy)

what's up. You're not asleep?

MICHAEL
(turning to her)

Do you love me?

SELENE
What kind of question is that?

MICHAEL
Do you like monsters?

SELENE
Huh?

MICHAEL
If i indulge myself this... thirst,
this lust for blood... I barely
control what i do. I'm a monster.

SELENE
I'm a monster too, ya' know. I  can
relate. And i love you, don't be
such a sour-puss, go back to sleep.

MICHAEL
(beat) Are you stil awake?

SELENE
Mm hm(yes)

he get up on his ass, still on bed.

MICHAEL
Why would you love a monster?

she gets up as well and look at him

MICHAEL
Are you happy? am i enough for you?
Why do you love me?

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (2)

she takes his head and force it to stand face to face, up
close.

SELENE
I love you. 'cause you are a nice
guy, sexy and... you care for me.
What's this thing all about? I
thought we already went through
this.

MICHAEL
Do you think I'll be a good father?

SELENE
So that's the problem?! Off course
you will. You big... boy! Come here.

She embrace him.

SELENE
You can handle it! You handled me,
kid'll be just another little
monster for you... to love.

(beat). she release of embrace and lays on the bed

SELENE
(mockingly, smiling)

Big boy is scaaaared!

MICHAEL
I'm not... a boy. I'm a man.

now he lays down, head on her belly. He draws/caress  on her
tummy.

MICHAEL
I really wanna be... strong, for
both of you.

Michael sings/whisper a little kids song, DADDY'S SONG.

MICHAEL
Hush, little baby, go to sleep,
Daddy's gonna number you a thousand
sheep--

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (3)

SELENE
--you know you're singing to my
stomach, right?

MICHAEL
you shall not interrupt the good
song a father sings to his dougher,
you monster!

INT. APARTMENT -LIVING ROOM. MORNING                     7

SELENE
This room is to dark... some colors
on the walls. I’m in the mood for
change!

MICHAEL
why? i'm good with it.

SELENE
because, i say so! Here’s a list. Go
shop for me... my lazy monster.

MICHAEL
don't i have anything to say about
this?

SELENE
 nope

MICHAEL
I can’t let you here, alone.

SELENE
You can’t or you wont? I can
take care of myself. Ain't no
monsters around here, but us.

MICHAEL
I didn’t mean it like that.

SELENE
Than move your lazy ass and shop.
Does your pregnant woman need to do
all EXHAUSTING stuff in here?

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

MICHAEL
OK, OK I’ll go.

SELENE
(sigh)At last...

After he leaves she turns herself a glass of ALCOHOL, get

comfortable on the sofa, legs on the coffee table, glass

in one hand, remote in the other.

She sees at her head a PICTURE OF MICHAEL who’s like

watching her.

SELENE
such a pain...

She turns the picture face down, than more relaxed take a
sip, eyes turn on TV.

As he's leaving, a CAR parks outside and the three vampire
soldiers get out. they go up stairs, missing Michael
departure.

Tv's stil going, she fell asleep, soldiers draw handgun
closing on her.

EXT/INT. APARTMENT-DOWNSTAIRS. LATER

Michael returns from shopping, sees PICTURES of him and
selene on the board of the car parked outside his apartment
block. drops shopping bag and runs fast upstairs.

Michael enters the room, three VAMPIRE SOLDIERS. they have
helmets with cameras, on their head. Sandy has a gun pointed
at Selene face.

SANDY
I have my orders. Like it or
not(Michael enters) you... both are
coming with me.

SELENE
Who do you think you are?

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

Smack, Sandy hit her with the the back of his hand. Michael
start to transform in rage.

SANDY
Be care full or she dies! Cuff him.

Michael get cuffed (CUFFS spikes on the inside). two vampire
guard him by his side.

SANDY
My Master doesn't like refusal.

SELENE
(ironic)I'm already eager to meat
this guy. there's only one
problem...

SANDY
What's that?

SELENE
i decline!

she puts in a very fast motion her hand on the GUN and push
the slide part backward and then upwards dismantling his
gun, then hits him. they start to FIGHT, but Selene it's
clearly out matched by superior army-fighting skill.

SELENE
Michael now (transform)!

he start to change into hybrid and tries to break the chain
of the cuffs but the steel is to strong and get tasered

VAMPIRE 2
Exactly! Special metal made for
special types, like you. ha, ha, ha!

the guard on michaels side, push a button on a REMOTE,
intermittently, like a joystick and Michael falls down,
tasered from the cuffs.

Selene can't keep up with her opponent, and gets hit very
hard, to witch Michael respond with more transformation, and
more pain because he's zipped more. Guards laugh.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (2)

Michael sees the leg of the guy who's zipping him and with
all his might he stretch his body and bite him by the leg.
Blood is bursting on Michaels face. The vampire drop his
remote. Michael now transform to full beast, draws his hand
out of the cuff by brute force. his injuries heal. he
attacks his guards savagely with clear superior force.

SANDY
Such a pain in my a...

SELENE
Aaaa(scream in pain)

sandy pierced her shoulder with an army knife, clinging her
to wall. Michael jumps on his back and kicks him so fiercely
that his dead at the first stroke. Michael doesn't stop. he
hit/bite/tear him/them again and again, even though they're
meat pieces. He stops just in front of her, arm raised as to
hit her...

SELENE
(beat)Michael stop! that's enough!

he hesitate. then transforms back again, to human, with an
ashamed, dropped in the ground, look.

SELENE
We have to move again. Don't have
time for this. Could be others...

INT/EXT. ON THE ROAD - NIGHT TIME

in the car, she drives. Long embarrassing silence.

MICHAEL
Selene... i didn't want to...

SELENE
Hurt me? I know... Things happen.
This conversation, isn't over... for
now, we have to concentrate on other
things.

She looks in the mirrors for pursuers.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

MICHAEL
I'm sorry. I got... mad.

SELENE
hunger and rage... bad combination.

MICHAEL
i try, i really do! I don't want
this, Sel. I really thought, we can
be... left alone, mind our business,
live a normal life.

SELENE
Michael, there's no such place. No
going back to the old ways, there is
no more normal for us. Get use to
it. (beat)There are only bits and
pieces of times and places were we
can... dream ourselves, a better
life.

MICHAEL
this is not something i dreamed for
my WIFE... girlfriend! I mean... us!
you and i, and the kid... and stuff.

SELENE
Wife? i hadn't been asked in a while
now(she sights, smiles). You mister,
kinda jump over the horse, take
things as granted... you have to ask
first, if i remember it correctly.

MICHAEL
Almost forgot you're from older
times, more... experience in the
background.

SELENE
Younglings this days...
Unfortunately I'm not... experienced
enough. And i think not even Victor
knew about them. They come prepared
for strong opponents.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (2)

MICHAEL
Vampire... strong. This ain't what i
had in mind for my... family.

SELENE
Family... what a strange feeling

MICHAEL
Hopefully if we get down low, low
enough... (whisper) if there would
be a place to hide from your own
doings.

As the car depart, underneath it, a small tracking led
blinks red

INT. VLADS PLACE - LATER

vampire analysts working at their workstation. Vlad watches
the RECORDED VIDEO of the scene, in the apartment,

image freeze at the point where vampire1 fall dead hit by
Michael and the camera he had, (side of his helmet) get
trashed.

VLAD
and there goes my good host name,
out the window. melodramatic, huh?
my young warrior! on my team, i want
them! (points the screen)Warned, not
killed!(beat) from the streets i've
saved you, tucked under my wings and
what i get in return?

smack fist on the table, everybody jolts.

VLAD
Do my bid as i command you! i need
this Corvinus descendant. now, tell
me we didn't lost them.

turning to his vampire workers we see a great display of
technology.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

VAMPIRE ANALYST
their car is rigged, sir. A gps
locator...

VLAD
finally something. do show me!

on a big monitor a little red dot moving along a street MAP.

VLAD
such a waste would be... poor
creatures, you have no idea in what
danger you are.

INT. ABANDONED HOUSE. NIGHT

MICHAEL
new names, car switching, new homes,
histories... all this 007 is a crap.
in movies--

SELENE
--they act. actors act! reality is
crappy.

MICHAEL
yeah, reality wasn't made for
vampires... it's to cold.

SELENE
what you doing? don't sit down, your
007 ass is going for food, while
I'll rig some booby traps around.

MICHAEL
Selene...

SELENE
we need to move before the city
swarms in vampires looking for us.
we might have to stay hidden for a
while.

MICHAEL
i hate drinking others blood.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

SELENE
so now i'm your special menu for the
rest of my life?

MICHAEL
a delicious, sexy... vampire on a
plate. who wouldn't want that?

SELENE
I can't feed you forever, Michael.
My... condition has changed
(delicate touch on her belly). you,
big lazy monster. take this!

she draws out a map.

SELENE
closest vampire hideout, with no
guards, of what i know. make a
visit, if you find someone... we'll
have to find other ways(her finger
stops at a hospital sign). Last
resort... be careful, no tail on
you're way back. Can you handle it,
big boy?

MICHAEL
Yeah... mommy, i'll be careful,
watch both sides before crossing the
road, wiggle my tail, sniff my...
way back, Chase some chicks... no?
kitties perhaps?

SELENE
i swear, sometimes your jokes... Off
you go!

EXT. ROAD. NIGHT

At a lone parking lot, the car Selene and Michael run
abandoned. A frustrated vamp gets the gps from under the
trunk and give a call to...

INT. VLADS PLACE - LATER

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

VLAD
you lost them? they sure are more
cunning than i expected...

VAMPIRIUS
sir, aren't they a bit overrated?

VLAD
the vampire woman and his...
guardian, have key parts in my plan.
We have one common enemy. find them
before's to late for them!

VAMPIRIUS
Big city, they could be anywhere.

VLAD
Enlarge the map!

CLOSE UP on city's digital map.

VAMPIRIUS
we can look for strange kills in the
zone. Vampires have to feed.

VLAD
They won't attack in plain site.
They'll go for one of the hideouts.
(beat)give me Victors hideout maps
for this entire area. Overlap them.

VAMPIRIUS
You are right, sir. Look

 a single hideout point in the towns probable area .

VLAD
Vampirius!

VAMPIRIUS
yes sire

VLAD
prepare the men. i will go with them
myself. i have to straighten things
out.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (2)

VLAD (cont'd)
A meeting that can't be avoided!
Face to face with... the hybrid.

VAMPIRIUS
i don't wanna be overly pessimistic
but... they already decline an
invitation.

VLAD
i'm a very persuasive guy, with a...

INT. BLOOD SUPPLY - HIDEOUT. DAWN

blood LABORATORY interior closet with medical equipments,
one labeled artificial blood "x2as5" and another one,
labels: o1,a2,b3(real blood)...

VLAD
...backup plan.

Dracula with a syringe get to the closets with blood and
insert, on each blood bag, a little quantity a yellow liquid

VLAD
one more.

VAMPIRIUS
here, sir

while Vlad pack his tools commotion is heard from outside.
Lily a 10-15 years old girl is carried inside. her hands are
duck taped, she was kidnapped, she struggles powerless.

VLAD
what's the fuss little lady

THE GIRL
leave me alone! i'm going to tell
dad. slimy creatures, release me, i
demand it!

Vlad amused, cuts her ties but, when she tries to "look" at
her WRIST WATCH, he catch her hand

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

VLAD
now, now, little girl. where are
your manners?

THE GIRL
let me go!

VLAD
Tough girl, huh? tie her.

Points a blood collector/sucking device CHAIR

Vampirius gets out another ampule from his bag

VAMPIRIUS
sir, ain't we gonna...

VLAD
No, she's immune to this.(point to
ampoules) she has another roll to
play.

Vlad tape her mouth.

VLAD
(to girl)

if they prefer "fresh food", they
shall give me a great favor, getting
rid of you and become major players
in their own life. Destiny... who
said is destiny is immutable.

INT. BLOOD SUPPLY HIDEOUT. NIGHT

Michael slipping in the shadows by the guards. whispering
defiantly to the unsuspecting guards

MICHAEL
Now how's the big boy now?

he pass on a corridor by some more doors, looks on his map
to correct his direction.

finds the room, take the artificial blood from the same
cupboard. he sees the girl.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

MICHAEL
(low voice)

despicable, to drain blood from kids

Michael make the shh sign to the kid, then cut her straps

THE GIRL
(scared)

What do you want with me?

MICHAEL
Shhhh! what's your name?

THE GIRL
Lily.

MICHAEL
Lily shush. i'm going to release you
and we'll run out of here, ok? Don't
make any noise.

Lily rapidly push a button on her wrist watch. Michael
flinch surprised

LILY
To late...

two patrol vampire, point their CROSSBOW at him.

INT. corvinus place ancient time. NIGHT

year: 1200

A small village with all the villagers scattered all around,
bitten by a werewolf. Corvinus (and his men) stare blindly
at the scene

CORVINUS
Son... what have you done?

GAL THE ANCIENT
You disrupt the ballance!

CORVINUS
Gal?! ain't what it seems... it's
just--

(CONTINUED)
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GAL THE ANCIENT
--promised have i, my sister, i
shall leave yee be, but my patience
shan't be teased.

CORVINUS
I beg your forgiveness, this shall
never--

GAL THE ANCIENT
--Your sons ambition shall take you
all down.

CORVINUS
He wants--

GAL THE ANCIENT
An army... he can not control!

CORVINUS
Transformation takes him away from
me... more and more of him falls to
madness.

GAL THE ANCIENT
The more you transforms the more you
lose yourself. Soon, transformation
permanent will be. Corvinus
alexander responsible are for your
sons deeds and you will clean theirs
mess...

CORVINUS
I understand

GAL THE ANCIENT
Guardians of the humans we are
and..., UNDERGROUND, you will keep
this, or none of ye shall survive my
wrath.

gal take his leave but just when is side by side with
corvinus, he stop

(CONTINUED)
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GAL THE ANCIENT
if discipline him, you can not, kill
him... or at least, contain him.

CORVINUS
I will lock him...

INT. BLOOD SUPPLY HIDEOUT. NIGHT

continue from the last cut. patrol threaten Michael with
crossbow.

patrol 1 push on his communicator device.

PATROL 1
Sire, we have the target on plain
sight.

VLAD(O.S.)
do not shoot him... detain him, I
want to talk to him.

PATROL 2
Ok, smarty-pants, face to that wall,
hands up. Drop the (blood) bags, i
wanna see your hands up. spread your
legs.

with the face to the wall Michael transform without being
seen by the vampires, only half transform (he doesn't have
enough power for a full one). when Patrol 2 approaches to
search for concealed weapons, Michael hits him.

they FIGHT!

but he's overwhelmed by the massive amount of SPECIAL
tasering DARTS from their crossbow.

Michael is laying on the ground, flat, like dead. his pov:
his bags are just between him a WINDOW. when commotion(Vlad
& co) is heard from the end of the corridor (guard turn
heads for a split second), Michael sprints to the window
picking his bags on the way, break through the glass

PATROL 1
(looking down the window)

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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PATROL 1 (cont'd)
he's gone! f*!

VLAD
Idiots! After him!

points to three patrol soldiers

VLAD
you three idiots stay with the girl,
he might return. i'll cut his way,
from the north side.

Vlad departs with the others

PATROL 1
You! brat, get into the corner. over
there! be a good bait.

he try to catch her by the hair, she hits him in the shin.
he hit her with the back of his hand sending her flying into
corner. patrol approach her threateningly.

LILY
Aaaa (scream)

EXT. BLOOD SUPPLY HIDEOUT -ROOFTOP. NIGHT

michael is on the roof of the building, pulling darts out of
his body. he clench his fist but has no power left, then he
sees the blood poring from his wounds.

Michaels looks at his reflection, on his own blood puddle.

his young face reflected in the blood. Flash IMAGES of his
bloody repressed childhood memories.

LILY(O.S.)
Aaaa (scream)

The screams from Lily distract him.

MICHAEL
No! This has to stop, now!

He check his necklace a picture of him as a child and his
mother.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL
forgive me, i have to become...

He pick one bag, bites the bag angrily. drink the blood.

MICHAEL
the wrong guy to mess with...

Fully transformed and with still healing wounds he drop
inside the window and go berserk on those three patrol
vampires.

he end up, face to face, with the lone person who stands.
the little girl. she's scared by his ferocity, but then...
she reach to him and touch his still transformed hybrid
face. He transform back to human.

From outside cars sudden stops. CAR BREAK SOUNDS.

EXT. OUTSIDE HIDEOUT.NIGHT

Classy, stylish CARS stop in front of the hideout

INT. BLOOD SUPPLY HIDEOUT - NIGHT

Michael with Lily in his arms, disappear out the window. the
three patrol vampire scattered all over the place.

Golden eye and classy fashioned man enters, GAL THE ANCIENT.

At the dark end of the corridor Vlad... shifts back in the
dark, unseen by the new guys. A pair of red eyes are seen
from the dark, Vlads eye, than they fade out.

VLAD(O.S.)
Back to H.Q., mission accomplished!

INT. ABANDONED HOUSE - NIGHT

Selene sleeping on sofa, BOOK on her belly (waiting for
Michael)

In Selenes DREAM.
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INT. CORVINUS CASTLE/TORTURE CHAMBER. NIGHT

year 1100

Dracula is tortured. very, very strong/big primitive CHAINS.
Corvinus enters. Torture stops for him.

CORVINUS
Have you had enough? Took me time to
make it as uncomfortable as a human
body can bear, for you.

COUNT VLAD
wow, i'm flattered, corvinus
acknowledge little peoples'
existence.

CORVINUS
laugh while you stil can. how many
years, my guest, you are, in this
room?

COUNT VLAD
sincerely, i lost count a while ago.
I'm busy myself, counting your
hospitality gifts, with my back.
must generous, you are.

CORVINUS
your punish shall last until your
last breath! undying pain...
retribution for... the mess you
created.

COUNT VLAD
power... you're not the only one who
desire it!

one of torture hits him. corvinus sign for him to stop.

COUNT VLAD
You can't scold me! admit it, you
want it all for yourself. but, i
will... take it all back (shout)
This whole world shall be free!

(CONTINUED)
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CORVINUS
this gift was given only to me.

COUNT VLAD
every gift has it's dues.

CORVINUS
she wasn't supposed to pay, Helena
was perfect.

COUNT VLAD
a dangerous thing to have is
perfection. perfection a weak spot
it is.

CORVINUS
Pride art thee best strategist... in
the world. you forgot one thing.
even you have a weak spot, something
you treasure... something to be
taken.

COUNT VLAD
you took already, all i got.

CORVINUS
not all.

he throws at Vlad feet the broach vlad gave his fiance,  a
white Lily.

CORVINUS
your weak spot. your due, Vlad!

corvinus leaves. Tortures restart, Vlad doesn't seem to
react. he stares at the broach, inert. corvinus stops when's
about to exit.

CORVINUS
You can stop for today. his flash
doesn't feel pain. Let him
contemplate his achievements.

EXT. ON STREETS - NIGHT

michael has a jacket from one of the slain vampires

(CONTINUED)
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he's holding Lily in his arms, slows his run through narrow
streets. nobody's following them anymore. he let her down
exhaling tired. they walk side by side silently. He points
to a bench to rest.  embarrassing silence.

MICHAEL
are you alright?

LILY
yes

MICHEL
how did you get... there? with those
guys?

LILY
They kidnapped me. Dumbasses! i was
on my way home--

MICHAEL
Your parents must be worried.

LILY
 they probably are...

Silence.

MICHAEL
let me call a cab for you, i'll pay
your ride home.

LILY
I want to call them.

MICHAEL
Call? Stupid! i don't have the phone
on me... I was going shopping...

LILY
in the middle of the night?

MICHAEL
yep, my girlfriends... order
(whisper as not to be heard by
someone)and you don't wanna get on
her bad side.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL (cont'd)
(normal voice) like i was saying,
there should be phones there. We'll
call your parents from there, ok?

Lily nods. Silence. they start walking slowly.

MICHAEL
what you saw in there...

LILY
I'm not going to tell anyone!

MICHAEL
Yeah?... that's great.

LILY
You'd get in trouble, don't you?!

MICHAEL
yep.

LILY
You don't deserve that! You're a
good guy, i can tell!

MICHAEL
that's nice! thank you. Then i'll
have to buy you... chocolate. You
deserve it, you were very brave.

LILY
Than... what are we waiting for?
Let's go shopping!

INT. IN THE MALL -LATER

Lily jolly voice

LILY
i like choco-ho, sprinchoc...

the basket is almost full. Lily, walks through stands,
fetching sweets from here and there.

LILY
Why don't you just buy it?

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL
What?

LILY
you walked this way three times
already. You looked at this. Here!

she put it in the basket "DADDY'S CALLER song toy"

LILY
now let's find more candies!

MICHAEL
I think we have enough sweets, let's
just call it for now!

at the cashier he puts the sweets in a separate bag and hand
it to her.

MICHAEL
won't do good for your teeth, but we
wont tell anyone anything happened
this night, right?

she makes sign: zip lips

EXT. OUTSIDE MALL. LATER

A MAN passing by, absent gaze at them and continue his walk

MICHAEL
Hey, there's a public phone. let me
check for some change...

LILY
it's broken.

MICHAEL
Then... I should see you get to a
police station or something.

LILY
Do you want to explain cops what
happened this night?

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL
I can't just let you alone in the
middle of the night.

LILY
We can phone from your place if...
would your girlfriend be ok?

MICHAEL
Why wouldn't be? I'll talk to her

LILY
Then it's settled

MICHAEL
Lets go. what's the problem?

LILY
I can't. I'm tired... and sleepy.

Michael stash all shopped stuff in one bag and takes lily in
his arm

MICHAEL
here you go. Oh my! how much do
you... grew, that chocolate sure
does has a lot of calories...

From the dark THE MAN gives a call

THE MAN
I spotted them.

VAMPIRIUS (O.S.)
Tail them, discreetly.

INT. ABANDONED HOUSE -NIGHT

NOISE. Selene puts her hand on the gun.

CLOCK shows 3:53 AM. Michael enters with a full shopping bag
in one hand and with Lily sleeping on the other. he puts the
still sleeping girl on the sofa.

MICHAEL
this is yours...

(CONTINUED)
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bag with tapestry, brushes, paint...

takes out the blood bags, in her face

MICHAEL
And i brought this.(proudly) I
already tasted it... it's a bit
salty.

SELENE
wow, I'm surprised... twice.

MICHAEL
i also bought some magazines for me
and you, if you wanna read.

stack of MAGAZINES with "how to be a parent" labels on
covers. Selene stil locks at the little girl on the sofa

SELENE
where were you, and where did you
find store that... sell kids. this
is, a bit to far, don't you think?

MICHAEL
i guess you're right, kids selling
stores should be closed... at such a
late hour.

SELENE
Michael! you brought a kid, here!?

MICHAEL
It seemed the best solution... she
suggested it.

SELENE
She's a kid!

MICHAEL
What was i suppose to do? she went
through a lot and i didn't want to
scare her more. This place is
safe...

(CONTINUED)
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SELENE
Not anymore, now... You're going to
tell me everything happened this
night...

LATER

MICHAEL
it's only for tonight. Tomorrow
we'll find her parents.

SELENE
YOU'd better do that! i have to
search for another place...

Selene sees, loomed out the shopping bag, the TOY

SELENE
What is this?(read)for worried dads?

MICHAEL
you know, for kids, if you get in
that labor thingy, you just push the
button...

SELENE
Michael, your kid comes, five months
from now!

MICHAEL
just in case. Hear!

he push the button and daddy's song comes out, in simple
notes, from the second, daddy's part

MICHAEL
Daddy's song! you push the button,
toy signals me, i drop everything
and i'm there for you.

SELENE
Or, I can use the telephone.

MICHAEL
i kinda lost mine.

(CONTINUED)
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SELENE
You kinda always do. You left it on
the table! You got to get in the
habit of keeping it with you...

MICHAEL
(poppy eyes)

but it doesn't have daddy's song...

SELENE
Ok. if you prefer this way (Michael
happy face, she smiley-malice face).
But you hafta keep this thing with
you at all times(she pulls a duct
tape role and scissor) And I have
just the right tools for that.

Selene tape it to his chest, but the tape doesn't go right
at first sticking, so Selene correct it by pulling it off,
with a chunk of hair, and tape it again, enjoying it

MICHEL
Auch... it hurts.

SELENE
then you'll remember...

Lily wakes up.

LILY
Michael?

MICHAEL
did we wake you up? Sorry kiddo.
Look she's Selene, i told you about
her.

SELENE
Oh, she already call you by your
name. Should i be jealous?

LILY
(sleepy)

 she's pretty

(CONTINUED)
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very shy, she tries to hide behind Michael, but she get her
hand into his back wound. a big cut, along  his back.
Doesn't bleed, but the cut doesn't look to good.

LILY
what's this?

MICHAEL
that's ok,a scratch, it will heal!

LILY
Not if you leave it like this!

MICHAEL
Should be heald by now...

LILY
it's infected, I know! My dad's a
doctor. We have to do something
about it.

SELENE
Let's see if we can find a syringe
or something...

MICHAEL
You enjoy this to much

selene brings first aid kit, bag.

SELENE
let me see what i have in here. some
bandage, patches... good, bandages.
no syringe... what a shame. Lily you
can pour this alcohol on the wound.
all of it. Tomorrow he'll be just
like new.

girl do her thing very seriously. the tape unstuck and the
toy hang from michael's chest

SELENE
that has to stay there!

LILY
wait, i'll fix this.

(CONTINUED)
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takes some a super-glue and innocently glues the tape to his
chest. Michael endures under Selenes angry-smiling/prank-ish
look.

MICHAEL
Now in bad with you, little
princess, it's sleep time for you.

LILY
won't you read a story for me?

MICHAEL
Hm. No story books here, so i'm
going to made up one for you...
let's see, a princess being saved by
a brave knight.

LILY
knight with no phone--

MICHAEL
--what's you talking about, phone
wasn't even invented. so he was...

INT. ANCIENTS COMPLEX, UNDERGROUND - DAY

Gal looks at a screen, video is from the surveillance
cameras from the hideout. we see last part where Michael
take the girl and disappear out the window.

ancient 1 enters the room. Gal pause the video on Michael.

GAL THE ANCIENT
Who is the guy who took my daughter?

ANCIENT 1
the hybrid... his name is Michael
Corvin. He has quite a story. he
teamed with one of Victors pupil and
killed him. They're responsible for
the the death of the Corvinuses, our
servants... didn't join any of the
remaining Houses... no covenant
would accept them.

(CONTINUED)
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GAL THE ANCIENT
Address?

ANCIENT 1
(hand over a tablet (file))
This is, as last known!

GAL THE ANCIENT
we shall pay him a visit.

on the monitor, a frozen image of Michael

INT. VLADS PLACE

vampirius from a high building, looking down at the
warehouse where selene and michael hides. Vlad comes from
behind him

VAMPIRIUS
Will they bite?

VLAD
Since corvinuses died unprotected,
no one gonna do their job, anytime
soon.

VAMPIRIUS
With a bit of luck...

VLAD
Luck is for the unprepared and I, my
friend, I am a destiny creator...
You can pull out the surveillance
teem.

VAMPIRIUS
Shouldn't we try and contact the
hyb? isn't he a valuable asset?

VLAD
No! they will come on their own. No
one refuses my personal invitation
(looks at one yellow ampoule against
a light). it's just a matter of
time.
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INT. THE APARTMENT. DAY

Ancients at... m&s old apartment. ancients wreck the place
looking for clues. vampire parts scattered all over, left
over by michaels fight.

ANCIENT 1
subject already left this place. the
info is old...

GAL THE ANCIENT
They left in a big hurry.

CLICK. an ancient soldier triggered a booby trap.

GAL THE ANCIENT
Booby trap! Everybody OUT!

EXPLOSION.

INT. ABANDONED HOUSE - DORMITORY. SAME NIGHT

the bags from the hideout, Michael and Selene drink(poored
in glasses) from the blood he brought

SELENE
Don't you think you exaggerate...

MICHAEL
she's scared, i had to keep her
safe. it's man's job.

SELENE
i think you rather enjoy to much
your job.

MICHAEL
you caught me. She's a sweet. can't
wait till mine's... out.

SELENE
bet you do. Let me see, you changing
diapers... for decades. Think you
can handle the... stress?(holding
shot her nose)

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL
why do you have to ruin my dreamy
dreams. no kid was pooping in my
dream.

SELENE
Ooo, i ruined your mood, pour boy.
You better come in bed, i have
something can lighten you back.

Michael joins in bed, they play and giggle under sheets.

INT. ABANDONED HOUSE- DORMITORY. MORNING

Selene wakes up. She's sick and jump to the toilet and
vomit(blood). Commotion wakes Michael

MICHAEL
Honey, you're right? Selene!

SELENE
morning sickness,I guess neither
vampires are absolved of it.

Michael goes to her put a hand on her shoulder, revealing a
big stain of blood, on sheets

MICHAEL
what'a... are you feeling so sick?

SELENE
Michael, stain's on your side.

INT. MEDICAL LAB. DAY

lab equipped for blood analyzes. Michael, Selene, Lily in a
corner and the medic who's studying on microscope blood
samples. two little blood bottles with names written on
them "michael" and "selene"

SELENE
Sorry, honey, we promised will get
you to your parents first thing in
the morning and then this thing come
in... don't you worry. we'll get to
phones in just a jiffy.

(CONTINUED)
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LILY
Promise Michael... and you, will get
better? My parents are doctors also
and will be sad to hear you're sick.

MICHAEL
(whispering)

i don't think i trust this guy.

SELENE
you don't have to. He is... was one
of the best vampire hematologist.
Made some favors for him, back in
the days...

DOCTOR
interesting...

MICHAEL
Did you find anything doctor?

DOCTOR
where did you said you get the...
food?

On the table 2 blood  bottle, labeled selene and michael

SELENE
from one of the hideouts.

DOCTOR
very peculiar. this blood is
infected with a virus i never saw
before. Never! affects only modified
blood cells.

MICHAEL
Modified... means?

DOCTOR
The original virus we
all "inherited" from Alexander
Corvinus is attacked by a more
powerful, retrovirus. it literally
eats it.

(CONTINUED)
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SELENE
do you have any cure for it?

DOCTOR
unfortunately no, but if you don't
mind i'd like to study it some more,
maybe--

SELENE
(leaving)

--don't have time for this...

DOCTOR
(getting in the way)

you know Selene, Victors is no more,
and our covenant is weak... our
strength would revive with a new
leader. if you heal...

Michael gets in his face, angry gaze, modified eyes. the
vampire doctor backs away

SELENE
Michael!(beat)i will consider your
proposition...

just before they exit.

DOCTOR
This is not natural. someone made
this disease. Who was the fool who
brought you infested blood?

INT. ABANDONED HOUSE- LATER

SELENE
the whole road you were quiet and...
sulk. what's on your mind?

MICHAEL
i'm... fine.

he exits, slams door. from time to time noises of objects
getting thrown/smacked

(CONTINUED)
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LILY
Selene, what's up with him? Why is
he upset?

SELENE
You know sweetie, men never tell
what's on their mind. unless you
pull it out by... force(wink)

LILY
he's upset about those blood bags,
isn't he?

SELENE
it may be. but don't you worry he's
a grown up. he can take care of
himself...

noise outside room .

LILY
are you sure he's ok out there.

SELENE
yes. he's blowing steam and we...
better grab the phone and...

LILY
what's happening? are you sick?

Selene vomit blood.

LILY
what's with you, Selene. Michael!
what... Michael!

SELENE
fff, fff, i'm k, just ok. It passed.

Michael enters

SELENE
now he comes

MICHAEL
did i miss something?

(CONTINUED)
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LILY
she got sick. where were you? i
called you.

MICHAEL
i didn't heard. what happened?

SELENE
i'm ok now. but we better find a
doctor soon.

Michael have some scratches on his hands from punching
things...

MICHAEL
what should I do?...

SELENE
put your hand on the phone. get her
parents... like you promised.

Michael with a towel clean his bloody hands.

MICHAEL
(low voice)

it heals very slowly... to slowly

LILY
i think my father can help you.
(beats) he's a very good doctor

MICHAEL
we need a special kind of doctors.
Like the one you saw before, but...

LILY
my dad is a doctor... for special
people like you(Michael)

Selene is going sick

LILY
But, dad... He won't let free,
afterwards... people like you.

Selene feels sick again. kneel on the floor. spitting blood.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL
O my good, Selene. what's happening?
Selene! Dammit?...

on the floor, on Selene's side, out of (self)anger his eyes
torn to hybrid mode. Selene grab his had force to look into
her own eyes

SELENE
Michael concentrate, i need you now.

he came out of it

she turns and spits blood again, then she faints

MICHAEL
Selene, Selene! please don't do this
to me, not now...

unconscious gibberish talk

LILY
michael?

MICHAEL
I don't think there is choice. how
can I get in touch with your
parents?

LILY
You can't, only I can.

she push the button on her wrist watch

INT. ON THE AMBULANCE

Ancients, nurses on ambulance, at the side gal embrace his
daughter. On two narrow stretchers m&s, Michael looks down
at selene. selena lose consciousness.

INT. WITCH HUT -IN A DREAM- DAY

year 1100

in the hut, a cage for the bat and one with wolves

(CONTINUED)
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man throws a bag full of gold, on witches table

MASKED MAN
prepared have you my asserts?

WITCH
Immortals poison? impossible it is!

fast, he draw his sword and points her throat

WITCH
But... better than (cut head sign),
potion have i found.

MASKED MAN
speak before or your head shall see
thy feet.

WITCH
A special brew, mix of a rabid beast
guts. an infection of blood. give it
to them wolves and something of your
enemy, to scent. what's to do they
will know. your enemy won't die, but
insane he'll get. ha, ha, ha

MASKED MAN
Mean you art, but your ways
efficient art. what about my blood
sucking animal?

WITCH
there.

a big covered cage, inside a big bat

MASKED MAN
oh, ugly!

WITCH
ugly is, but does your pledge. cover
him, a night creature he is, light
ain't on his likens.

MASKED MAN
He's blood... mine it is.
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INT. VLADS PLACE

VAMPIRIUS
bad news... the hybrid just
contacted the ancients

VLAD
aha. And why's that bad?

VAMPIRIUS
i thought...i mean, aaa, they
suppose to come... here.

VLAD
patience. they will, everything is
going according to my plans!

VAMPIRIUS
i'm sorry, sire. i thought...

VLAD
you think to much! let me do the
thinking part while you get back to
your position. Soon they will seek
us. i want them to find us.

sign for him to exit. then he press on the intercom

VLAD
is the new elixir ready?

VOICE(O.S.)
...not yet, sire

VLAD
then hurry up, soon i will have
guests and they'll need it.

INT. ANCIENT COMPLEX. LABORATORY

MICHAEL
...why is my Selene so weak, doctor?

GAL THE ANCIENT
She's weak because she's pregnant.
Pregnancy weakens woman's body.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL
But that doesn't explain...

GAL THE ANCIENT
the blood virus?

MICHAEL
so, it is true...

GAL THE ANCIENT
I'm afraid so.

MICHAEL
I took the blood from a wearhouse
on--

GAL THE ANCIENT
--I know where it is! A trap set,
for us, probably, by Vlad. You
rushed right into it. Wrong time,
wrong place.

MICHAEL
Fu**...

GAL THE ANCIENT
It isn't your fault.

MICHAEL
i should have seen it. wasn't the
first time someone laid traps on us.

GAL THE ANCIENT
believe me, if Vlad wanted you
invited, you would be with him now.
Unless he wanted you to escape...

MICHAEL
to what end, no, this is to
complicated.

GAL THE ANCIENT
complexity is Vlad's element, he
always liked complex games. He's a
strategist and a very good one.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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GAL THE ANCIENT (cont'd)
you can never get his plans until's
too late, by then... you're his
puppet.

MICHAEL
you're quite impressed by him, i
see. do you think he created this
virus?

GAL THE ANCIENT
No! not him! doesn't mean he didn't
use it. he could be--

MICHAEL
--again, to what end?

GAL THE ANCIENT
who knows... to unravel his plans we
would had to have all info he has.
We don't!

MICHAEL
the virus attack vampires... How
it's that possible?

GAL THE ANCIENT
Genetics my friend. Genetics is the
cause of all... the rise and demise
of super-creatures

MICHAEL
The rise???

Selene enters, she is perfused to blood bags on a portable
pole. She doesn't look to good.

SELENE
because of Helena!

GAL THE ANCIENT
you already know!?

SELENE
Barely

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL
Hey, who's Helena?...

SELENE
She's Corvinuses wife. And one of
them (an ancient).

GAL THE ANCIENT
Indeed, she was my sister. how did
you find out?

SELENE
Corvinuses blood.(flashes of her
drinking from Corvinus) his memories
are coming to me.

GAL THE ANCIENT
Than you already know the story.

SELENE
not really, scattered images, is so
messed up...

GAL THE ANCIENT
True, you're not old enough for true
memory reading... back then, Helena
and Alexander were... in love. then
the plague came. the corvinuses fell
sick at the end of the outbreak. my
sister... took, one of the viruses
we worked on at that time. A virus
that suppose to heal, but the
formula was to volatile, had
undesirable side effects, it
facilitate combination of human and
animal DNA. the ultimate result of
this unfortunate slip where...

MICHAEL
Vampire and Lykans

GAL THE ANCIENT
yes

an young ancient assistant enters and hands over to gal a
file with analysis results and exits

(CONTINUED)
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ASSISTANT
blood test results, sir

GAL THE ANCIENT
After that, we were to busy cleaning
up the mess...

his face get serious after reading

GAL THE ANCIENT
your situation is going to worsen.
especially on you Selene, our remedy
(points at perfusions) only slows
down the spread, eventually...

MICHAEL
and the baby?

GAL THE ANCIENT
he has his father blood, he's a bit
better than you(Selene), but if
you're not well, hes not... happy

MICHAEL
is there hope...

GAL THE ANCIENT
(to michael)research on this strain
already begun... Question is if
it'll be on time for Selene. another
problem is you Michael, you are a
big unknown. A tri-combination
shouldn't even exist. you're blood
type is so rare that you're only the
second hybrid ever existed.

SELENE
second one?

GAL THE ANCIENT
Yes, Vlad is the first hybrid. you
could say that he's a... hybrid
elder.

MICHAEL
how is that... what?

(CONTINUED)
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GAL THE ANCIENT
Vlad wanted alexanders powers. ended
up screwing a whole lot of things

MICHAEL
But if he's already a hybrid, what
does he want from us?

INT. VLADS PLACE. LABORATORY

in a blood testing lab

VLAD
how the experiments goes, doc?

VAMPIRIUS
we are about to test the new
variation.

Vlad nods. LabDoc push a button and a syringe is closing on
a tied guy in the other room, separated by glass window.

the guy transform painfully, back and forth, into
vampire(bat) then lycan(wolf)

Insert: inside the body of the test subject, at CELLULAR
LEVEL,cell eat/fight each other

outside the guy is starting to bleed black blood nose, eyes,
ears... then dies.

LAB DOC
sorry, sire, the blood is still
nontransferable--

Vlad angry gaze

LAB DOC
--yet.

Departing alongside vampirius

VLAD
Then you better concentrate on the
cure. i'm sick of this ancient blood
cockroach.

(CONTINUED)
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VAMPIRIUS
Not there yet. This retrovirus isn't
easy to--

VLAD
Temporary isn't good enough for me!
temporary inhibitor is good only
to... motivate people!

VAMPIRIUS
michael? Ancients--

VLAD
--Ancients will never have a word
after i'll have... my weapon! no one
can outgrow them while thy are in
charge, unless we... Ancients will
never help the two of them. they had
to see that.

VAMPIRIUS
Your call. now we just have to find
their location.

VLAD
i didn't use the girl randomly, my
friend. Gals outpost!

interrupting, a walkie-talkie static noise call

VOICE(O.S.)
sire, the platoon you ordered is
ready for mission.

VLAD
good, i'm on your way.

INT. BRIEFING ROOM -LATER

with the armed vampire platoon, at the strategy table,
(maps, shiny weird weapons)

VLAD
you're mission is not to engage the
ancients! you're mission is a blitz
attack to retrieve this two(S&M).

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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VLAD (cont'd)
specially this one(Michael). ALIVE!

team leader taking over

TEAM LEADER
targets are located at a pretty
weakly guarded outpost. two guards
here...

INT. ANCIENTS COMPLEX- SELENES ROOM

at ancients Selene sleep with Michael at her bedside

INT.CORVINUS CASTLE- TORTURING ROOM

year 1200

Selenes dream: Vlad is tortured. dried and new blood all
around the stone floor. vlad like in trance look at the
broche on the floor in front of him. repeated whip sounds

CORVINUS
never have had you this joyous
treatment, have you?... Unfortunate
it is, Elisabeth's death, gladly
have i made her a vampire...
gladly... would I tear her apart,
under your very eyes. over and over
again.

one of the tormenters adjusting his position step on the
broche. Vlad flinch, let his face drop.

CORVINUS
Rumors have i heard... you wanted to
give her an empire as engagement
gift... mine's! instead you gave
your kingdom... to me, Vlad!

COUNT VLAD
all that's yours...(shout)i shall
take it back. All this world will be
mine!

Vlad raise his head, his black hybrid eyes dwindle and grow
a bright red, blood circle, around his irises.

(CONTINUED)
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with mighty pulls he bust his hand chains out of the wall.
fierce gaze at corvinus, he partly transforms into
hybrid(teeth, eye).jumps out a side window, taking the
broche with him.

INT. ANCIENTS COMPLEX. CORRIDORS

on a passageway, Michael and gal

GAL THE ANCIENT
--surprised as hell, barely escaped
your booby trap.

MICHAEL
that was Selene, her merit.

GAL THE ANCIENT
she sure has her way with the
crackers. quick results, i wish
medicine had that fast payoffs.

MICHAEL
more tests then?...

GAL THE ANCIENT
Yeah... what you did for Lily is...
i'm in your debt, and i intend to
keep my--

MICHAEL
then try and pay your debts before
your lab rats pass off.

GAL THE ANCIENT
you're frustrated, i see. you're not
my guinea pig.(beat) and you're not
unwillingly held here. they are!

gal open a door and inside vampires tied to walls with blood
tube on their veins

GAL THE ANCIENT
Their cells are to mutated even for
todays knowledge or refuse to be
turned back, to human.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL
what???

GAL THE ANCIENT
Weakened by exanguination. They are
to be removed to another world. a
vampire world, this case, to keep
the  ballance. you're not like them.

MICHAEL
tortured?

GAL THE ANCIENT
ha, ha. you're not prisoners!
although your room hafta be kept
locked, you are guests.

MICHAEL
so, privileged prisoners?!

GAL THE ANCIENT
i can't offer you more. We are short
on troupes in this hideout, it's
a...  precautionary measure.

MICHAEL
you don't trust us?

GAL THE ANCIENT
Allies are not made in one day.
being cautious is always better!

MICHAEL
what's your intention with us... if
we are cured of this weakening
retrovirus, do you intend to let us
go?

GAL THE ANCIENT
our purpose here is to remove
all "power" creatures from this
world before they destroy it.
Selene...  she's a vampire, her fate
has already been decided.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL
what if we don't want to go to a
vampire world?

GAL THE ANCIENT
you surely won't! you're not
vampire...

they stop in front of the room were Selene sleeps, gal opens
the door and let Michael enters, then locks back the door.

Michael take a seat by selenes side and takes her hand in
his(she's still asleep).

reveal michael has a magnetic card he just stole from gal

INT. VLADS PLACE -LABORATORY

VLAD
At last! This is a historic moment,
my friend.

DOCTOR
The inhibitor is ready to be tested
on real subjects.

Reveling himself and the two bottles labeled michael and
selene.

LAB DOC
this is a major accomplishment.

VLAD
--am i not paying you accordingly?

DOCTOR
Yes sire, you are most generous.

VLAD
I never doubted you can make it

DOCTOR
Failure was never a choice.

VLAD
(sly) Indeed

(CONTINUED)
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DOCTOR
Now that the lab tests are ready--

VLAD
I'm ready for my guests!

INT. ANCIENT COMPLEX. LABORATORY

Michael unseen, follows Gal through passage ways to the
laboratory. Gaya, gals wife is in the lab.

GAL THE ANCIENT
how is testing going?

GAYA
not as fast as i would like (beat).
i recognize this retrovirus.

GAL THE ANCIENT
Yes, it's the one we used on Vlad.
and he has what we don't. An
antidote!

GAYA
You had him in your hands, yet you
decided to experiment on him. It
come back bite your ass off.

GAL THE ANCIENT
Please don't do it again. You nagged
me on this, for decades...

GAYA
You sure deserve it.

GAL THE ANCIENT
I know that... now. instead of
talking rubbish you'd better
concentrate on tests... we're
running out of time.

GAYA
And save your ass again, like
always. this time i'm afraid...

(CONTINUED)
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GAL THE ANCIENT
i don't have the face to tell him,
we might lose her. Damn it. Vlad has
a plan and i can't see through it.

GAYA
Other than michaels transferable
blood?

GAL THE ANCIENT
why didn't he just killed or
tranquilized him, take his blood and
be done with it. No, he wants
something more, there is a master
plan behind the scenes and Michael
is at the center of it!

GAYA
we can't just lock him forever, it's
just not our way...

GAL THE ANCIENT
we can and we will. something
important is going on and i can't
afford to be one step behind Vlad.
I'll keep Vlad in check as long as i
keep his major chess piece in my
hands.

GAYA
again, not a good idea, hun!

GAL THE ANCIENT
he will be a test subject until we
can produce a new virus who can
kneel a hybrid... this monstrosity
has to be stopped!

GAYA
This way(sight)... you didn't learn
your lesson.

Michael frowns behind the corner, leaves quietly (disturbed
and angered)
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INT. ANCIENT COMPLEX. SELENES ROOM

michael in Selenes room, agitated. she's obviously frail-
sick

MICHAEL
honey how do you feel? We have to
go! Can you walk?

SELENE
what?

MICHAEL
we can't stay here anymore!

SELENE
don't move so fast, you're making me
dizzy.

MICHAEL
this guys are... We have to go, now!

SELENE
Michael! I can't. This machine is
keeping me alive.

MICHAEL
but we..., I...

SELENE
you wouldn't have enough time to
find a blood pump... Now, would you
tell me, for once, why do you wanna
go?

MICHAEL
I just heard them... I spied on gal,
he spoke about..

MICHAEL
...your life is in danger and your
not surprised. why?

SELENE
She told me... a month, if she
doesn't find something... i'm tired.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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SELENE (cont'd)
stay, by my side

MICHAEL
I can't! I can't just wait, crossed
arms, for inevitable.

SELENE
I lived enough(cough), had seen
enough... i met you,(cough) enough.

MICHAEL
It's not enough for me! I didn't...
(softly) I want some more time with
you. Is it enough for her too(baby)?

SELENE
It is to late... for her, for me. To
late for us to change something...
maybe this is the best way out.

MICHAEL
honey, please... look at me. This is
only the sickness speaking. I'm
going fix this. I have to try...

SELENE
to go... where?

MICHAEL
Im going to Vlad... at least he has
something for this... he survived
it!

SELENE
Michael, Vlad is a bad man...

MICHAEL
according to whom? them? I'm not to
thrilled by their alternative
either.

SELENE
they are well intentioned, it's not
just them... I have some bad feeling
about him.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL
do you have something specific on
him?

SELENE
No... just pieces of dreams...

MICHAEL
if there is a single possibility...

SELENE
then... go... if you'll get back to
late, I'm so going to kick your
ass...

michael hesitate to go

MICHAEL
I know, sometimes i'm weak and i'm
sorry if i disappointed you...
there's noone in this world who
could stop me coming back, to you.
Promise.

he turns, mild transformation eyes and teeth

she softly touch his hand and he reverse back his
transformation

SELENE
I love you too.

MICHAEL
i also have to say some words to my
baby, if you don't mind.

put his hand on her belly and close his eyes

MICHAEL
Hush, little baby, on a cart,
Daddy's gonna find you a brand new
start
If that start wont be good enough
Daddy's gonna put, on fate, handcuff

kiss the bely then selene

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL (CONT'D)
i'm out--

revealing Lily at the door

LILY
--than you'll be needing this(her
wrist watch)

MICHAEL
Lily when did you... how long?

LILY
a while... you'll be needing this.
that card is good only for interior
doors, the main gate has other
locks... but you have to promise...

SELENE
(whisper  m&s) I think she has a
crush on you. If you break her hart,
i'll break your neck...

MICHAEL
Shouldn't you suppose to be jealous
or something?

SELENE
If you make a bad move, i'll break
your neck.

MICHAEL
Aha, got it!

MICHAEL
(to lily)Promise. For you kiddo
anything, scouts honor.

LILY
you owe me... another story.

MICHAEL
and i'll come back with one.

SELENE
See yea, soon!

(CONTINUED)
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they leave, Selene alone, speaking to her belly

SELENE
you know honey, your daddy is going
to save us. don't you worry little
princess, if there is a way out of
this mess, he will find it. we have
to believe in him, don't we?...

EXT. OUTSIDE ANCIENT COMPLEX - DAWN

Outside the gate vlads men settle in ready to fire position

SOLD 1(O.S.)
In position and ready to dance

TEAM LEADER
Be prepared men, this beach likes to
play the hard to get song...

INT. CORIDORS - LATER

Foggy night.

Michael and Lily dogging patrols moves toward the gate

LILY
Take my watch and when you'll come
home you can enter the same way. The
red button opens the gate.

MICHAEL
I will use this wisely. Now go back
before someone see you.

EXT.OUTSIDE ANCIENT COMPLEX - LATER

team leader make a sign an a soldier prepare an rpg on his
shoulder, when...

TEAM LEADER
be ready on my mark (the gate
opens).what the..? stand down, stand
down!

he looks at a near soldier with BINOCULAR

(CONTINUED)
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SOLD 2
only one individual

TEAM LEADER
Our chance! open fire! don't let
them close the gate!

Heavy machine gun fire towards Michael

INT. ANCIENTS COMPLEX.

selene sleeping

EXT. MOUNTAINS-FORREST - NIGHT

year 1200

Man in stakes eaten by crows

SOLDIER
...a massacre, butchery this is,
they art...

CORVINUS
they are dead!

SOLDIER
My lord, trackers shall i send?

CORVINUS
no he's out of my reach, home he is
here. Transylvania this is, home he
is here.

SOLDIER
Shall we let this monster be...

CORVINUS
Others shall take care of this
matter... with more power than us.

INT. ANCIENTS COMPLEX. SELENES ROOM

GAL THE ANCIENT
How am I suppose to work if my
patients run away like this...

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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GAL THE ANCIENT (cont'd)
where did he go?

SELENE
To the only survival of this
disease.

GAL THE ANCIENT
Stupid! that's suicide? he nearly
got shot at the gate...

SELENE
by whom?

GAL THE ANCIENT
seemed like Vlads men.

SELENE
then...

GAL THE ANCIENT
it would be better if he didn't made
it.

SELENE
how would that be better?

GAL THE ANCIENT
Vlad is an evil men, Selene... he
earned his name... Dracula. didn't
you got that from your dreams?

SELENE
actually, my last dream were a
little bit worrisome... men
skewered.

FLASH images: raised men in stakes, crows

SELENE(CONT)
i assumed it was nightmare.

GAL THE ANCIENT
au contraire, my child. Impaling was
an early ways of imposing laws.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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GAL THE ANCIENT (cont'd)
After he escaped Corvinus, the new
Count Vlad used only this punishment
on anyone who opposed him or his
laws. the slightest suspicions on
spying for the Corvinuses meant...
Slowly, his madness became law.

SELENE
Why stakes...

GAL THE ANCIENT
painful especially for the nonhuman
ones. the virus constantly  tries to
heal the body only to prolong the
pain.

SELENE
what have i done? michael is a
descendant of corvinus.

GAL THE ANCIENT
And he knows it, shall we?

she sit on the wheelchair, gal change blood inflow from the
pomp to the bags of the wheel chair

GAL THE ANCIENT
he went mad when he lost his fiance,
allegedly corvinus killed her.
Meanwhile his rage adjusted, he
kills no more.

selene sigh relieved

GAL THE ANCIENT
But he perfected the craft of
manipulation to art level. Michael
will never come back the man you
know... Vlad finds victims weak spot
and use it against them. Michaels
weak spot is already known to him...
it is in his blood.

SELENE
the virus?

(CONTINUED)
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GAL THE ANCIENT
no silly, you! you are his weak
spot...

SELENE
What does he wants? A hybrids army?
why doesn't made an army out of his
own hyb blood?

GAL THE ANCIENT
His blood isn't transferable, a
genetic thing... michael's is.
hybrids are almost as powerful as we
are... and this is bad for humans

SELENE
why?

GAL THE ANCIENT
you see those demi-gods?

images with: egyptian gods: half good/animal, half human

SELENE
This isn't the first time the virus
escaped? And you killed them??

GAL THE ANCIENT
no! for god sake, what do you think
we are, butchers? we relocate them
to another world. and people like
vlad is exactly why we have to do
this. vampires and lykans treat
humans like food..

SELENE
there are alternative ways of
feeding.

GAL THE ANCIENT
artificial blood? is it like the
real deal? but for the sake of
conversation let's say the perfect
replacement for blood will be found.
what would happen to humans?

(CONTINUED)
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SELENE
freed from a curse?

GAL THE ANCIENT
is it so?... let me put it this
way... what happened to horses, when
motor was invented? what will happen
to cows and pigs, if the perfect
replacement for meat will be
invented? they all face...

SELENE
extinction!

GAL THE ANCIENT
hybrids, vampire, lykans they all
are stronger than humans. they will
push men into slavery or, death...
we are here to ensure the survival
of human life.

INT. VLADS PLACE. OFFICE - DAY

 VLAD
already back?

TEAM LEADER
Sire, we got lucky.

VLAD
there's no such thing as luck...
(sees michael) or is it there.
Fortuna decided to rally my side, it
was time. good day, michael... we
didn't met.(to soldiers)Leave us!

MICHAEL
i didn't come to change
pleasantries, i came for...

michael faints to weak to carry on

vlad clap his hands

VLAD-DRACULA
My treatment!
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INT. VLADS PLACE. OFFICE/INFIRMARY - LATER

michael become conscious in bed

VLAD
good morning little princess, how
are you feeling.

MICHAEL
how much time did i...

VLAD
about 24 hours.

MICHAEL
that's--

VLAD
--not that much, considering that
your life was at stake.

MICHAEL
I didn't come here for myself

VLAD
I realized that.

MICHAEL
the antidote!? are you gonna give it
to me, or just tease me?

COUNT VLAD
And do what... with it?

MICHAEL
return back to...

VLAD
and then what? what'll happen? do
you think you can escape twice those
old farts. I don't think so. Selene
is a prisoner and will not be freed
easily.

MICHAEL
didn't thought that far...

(CONTINUED)
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VLAD
tell you what. fight me, if you
defeat me, you'll prove to me that
you are strong enough to take Selene
all by yourself. in this case i will
give you the serum you came for. But
if you don't... you'll stay here
with me--

MICHAEL
unacceptable!

VLAD
--train here with me, and when
you'll be ready we'll attack
ancients hideout, save selene and
what not. call this plan B, agree?

michael nods

VLAD
Then lets have a walk...

INT. VLADS PLACE. TRAINING GROUND - LATER

VLAD
shall we... the training ground
awaits us. I'm excited, I really
didn't had a good fight in decades.
let me put this aside. it is
dangerous even for me.

vlad put his hand throwing crossbow with its circular blade

they circle each other, exchanging punches from time to
time, tapping around

MICHAEL
soo.. what is your gain in this...
plan B of yours?

VLAD
My army, is well trained but... it
misses... good generals! I can't do
everything. What do you say, you and
Selene, after we release her...

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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VLAD (cont'd)
generals!

MICHAEL
Don't have a choice, don't i?  First
we release her, then--

VLAD
--Acceptable! how much time i have
to train you, if let's say, we're
going on my plan B?..

MICHAEL
Less than a month...

VLAD
then we don't have time to full
around. what do you say, shall we
do this for real?

 MICHAEL
I warn you. I won't let anything
stand in my way.

VLAD
Your determination is delicious...

Michael and Vlad transforms, continue with a real violent
FIGHT

INT. ANCIENT COMPLEX. GALS OFFICE

Selene worries

GAL THE ANCIENT
michael is alive and well. He was
seen in vlads company. Pretty bold
man, or foolish i may say

SELENE
when need pushes you...

GAL THE ANCIENT
The need pushes him to hard. Didn't
you teach him the advantage of
patience?

(CONTINUED)
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SELENE
this matter doesn't have such a
choice.

GAL THE ANCIENT
impatience only leads to...

SELENE
dying?

GAL THE ANCIENT
Problems!

SELENE
at least he's trying. he's much
closer to solution than you are!

GAL THE ANCIENT
yet doesn't mean he has it, or that
he will .

SELENE
what that suppose to mean?

GAL THE ANCIENT
he fought Dracula, an elder hyb!

SELENE
he lost?

button push, fragments from vlad-michael fight on a display

GAL THE ANCIENT
Draculas fighting technique is... He
would pose problems even for me.

SELENE
what will happen to Michael?

GAL THE ANCIENT
testing?! who knows...

SELENE
he's in big... problem, isn't he?

(CONTINUED)
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GAL THE ANCIENT
yeah, big.

SELENE
if i'd knew this before, this
wouldn't had happen...

GAL THE ANCIENT
I wasn't open about it... I half
expected for a death dealer to...
know things.

SELENE
I got soft... since (belly tender
touch) i'm soft...

GAL THE ANCIENT
Love makes you vulnerable, I know.

SNAP a trap outside on the corridors is released, a rat goes
in front of a motion detector and triggers an ALARM. on
screen, map's showing where it happened

GAL THE ANCIENT
stay here! this is close to your
quarter...

while alone selene search through cabinets.

SELENE
find yea!

hides a vial in her pocket; gal and gaya returns

GAL THE ANCIENT
false alarm

GAYA
Darling, are you feeling alright?

SELENE
I'm, i'm... can i go back now?

GAYA
yes, it's ok. let me help you--

(CONTINUED)
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SELENE
no, no, i'm fine.

selene leaves

GAYA
Brave thing.

GAL THE ANCIENT
She was asking me about Michael.
Poor boy, he's already lost...

selene in her room looking at the vial

GAL THE ANCIENT
maybe I should give her some of that
memory enhancer...

GAYA
Are you crazy? whatever she sees,
the child would see it too. Corvinus
blood contains some ugly memories of
some very dark times.

GAL THE ANCIENT
you're right, her body is to weak to
handle the enhancer.

GAYA
rushed solution have unpredictable
outcomes

INT. ANCIENT PLACE-SELENES ROOM. LATER

in her room selene looks at the vial,

she talks to her belly

SELENE
daddy is in big trouble. we have to
know why. sweetie, if you are in
there, please close your eyes and
fly away in a sleepless dream.

she sings dady's song

(CONTINUED)
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SELENE
hush, hush baby go to sleep/ Mommy's
gonna now , into past to peep/ if
that past will tell what and how/ we
will know what daddy's in now/ hush
little baby go to sleep.

SELENE(CONT'D)
here's to you, michael.

drinks, she puts the empty vial on viewer site, on the
label : Memory enhancer

EXT. VLAD PLACE. TRAINING GROUND - NIGHT

vlad and vampirius walking to training camp. vlad has a big
bouquet of white and red lilies

VAMPIRIUS
with an army of hybrids we are
invincible...

VLAD
i don't need an army I can't
control, they would only ravage MY
kingdom.

VAMPIRIUS
you keep Michael as a pre testing
subject?

VLAD
... or as a valuable chess piece.

VAMPIRIUS
i don't think michael is a great
material for that, not even a pawn.
he's inexperienced.

VLAD
why waste a cooperative specimen? He
will show me how far, a hyb power
can go.

(CONTINUED)
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VAMPIRIUS
if the war is upon us, shouldn't we
focus more on the weapon?

VLAD
Don't worry! Weapon It it's almost
done. Meanwhile lets test some
hybrid limits.

they arrive at the training grounds

VLAD
let's take five!

all soldiers stop training. michael came to vlads hand call.

vampirius get his medical purse-box from his pocket

VAMPIRIUS
here's your todays shot.

VLAD
i'm sorry i have only temporary
remedy for this condition.

michael, amused, pointing at flowers

MICHAEL
this means i graduated training

VLAD
oh, the flowers? Aren't for you, my
friend. your skills aren't that
impressive, yet...

VAMPIRIUS
you are finished(shot), you don't
need this anymore.

he get a pair of scissor out of his medical purse to cut
michaels bandages who cover his glued toy

MICHAEL
leave it!

(CONTINUED)
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VAMPIRIUS
you don't need it anymore--

MICHAEL
i said, leave it!

VAMPIRIUS
--by now your wounds are healed...

MICHAEL
i insist!

VLAD
let's have a walk, shall we. there
are some things to discuss in
private.

MICHAEL
something happened to ?...

EXT. VLAD PLACE. ELISABETHS GRAVE YARD - NIGHT

Arrivig at the site

VLAD
Selene's fine, you on the othe
hand... what's happening with you?
you want to go back but ... your
skills are below my expectation.

MICHAEL
Is different of what i am used to

VLAD
duh. you're not training with a lone
death dealer anymore. Here we have
more...

MICHAEL
Army bullshit?

VLAD
Discipline, yes.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL
In other words obedience.

VLAD
i can see her, in your wit. My style
is bothering you?

MICHAEL
my training was based more on
controlling myself, letting it
lose...

VLAD
how then will you reach your true
powers if you don't unleash your
full powers.

MICHAEL
if let anger control me, innocent
people get...

VLAD
how can you protect innocent people,
if you don't let your strength to
grow?

MICHAEL
(beat)deep down, on some level, i
like being powerful, free. i enjoy
adrenaline rushing through my
veins... i feel more like a...

VLAD
man!

MICHAEL
yes. deep down i really enjoy being
more powerful than her. i feel more
like a man.

VLAD
women can't really understand what a
man really is. Power, desires,
aspirations...

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL
Responsibilities...

VLAD
so, what's with the bandages, what's
that bump under there you protect.

MICHAEL
a reminder

VLAD
of?

MICHAEL
of why i am here!

VLAD
if you allow me i want to show you,
my reminder...

vlads stops in front of the beautiful thumb stone lily
symbols carved all around. elisabeth sculpture an the grave.
at the side, is a vase, with (almost)fresh flowers. vlad
changes the flowers.

VLAD
she was my fiancee.

vlad get a brush and brush leaves from the grave

VLAD
she was an innocent victim, my
fiance. her death unleashed in me...

flashback: in the past he arrives at the castle after he
escaped corvinus torture. she is in bed, white dress with
white lilies in her hands. CU on Vlads eyes who change from
a red circle around iris into red iris.

VLAD
what would happen if you'd lost
Selene?

MICHAEL
I'd become...

(CONTINUED)
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VLAD
Another Dracula?

MICHAEL
Probably...

VLAD
i still want to keep my promise to
her. i'll build an empire, her
empire.

MICHAEL
that's to perso--

VLAD
you still have a chance, your lady
is still alive... i wanna up your
training level, if you're up to it,
will fasten  your training...

MICHAEL
faster is better.

FIGHT

VLAD
you're still not focused enough

MICHAEL
i'm trying...

VLAD
trying is not enough. you'll lose
her this way...

vlad scratches the bandages revealing the toy still glued on
his chest. michael burst into frenzy of hits

VLAD
that's it. show me how much would
you do for your beloved.

michaels eyes have now a red circle around his irises.
Michaels deep roar.

(CONTINUED)
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VLAD
that's more like it, that's the
spirit!

Wolves houle from the distance. Vlad gets distracted and
Michael hits him and runs away. Vampirius after him

EXT. ELISABETH GRAVE YARD. LATE EVENING

SERVANT
Sire? How.. .a ghost you are!?

VLAD
Elisabeth, where is she?

In a crypt, a stone bead with her sculpted on top of it she
is portrayed with a paper in her hands(on her chest)

SERVANT
Gone she is, in the lands of eternal
sorrow...(vlad angry look). She took
her life after we learned about your
death... Corvinuses troupes were at
the door... she wouldn't let herself
to your enemy...

VLAD
Who told you i was dead?

SERVANT
The letter...

VLAD
Where is it

SERVANT
with her, on her chest, my lord.

Vlad pushes the stone from the grave, takes the letter

VLAD
(whisper)Corvinus... handwring.

Silence.

Vlads eye turn circle red then to red
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EXT. WOODS. CONTINUOUS

Bats deranged by something fly deranged

SERVANT's (death) screem (o.s.)

Wolves houle

His reverie is interrupted by:

EXT. VLAD PLACE. ELISABETHS GRAVE YARD - NIGHT

Vampirius turnes with michael unconscious taken by soldiers
back to camp.

INT. ANCIENT COMPLEX. SELENES ROOM

gaya finds selene dressed to leave. with her half of the toy
in hands, she pushes the button

GAYA
this toys has only 100 meters range.
he's much far away

SELENE
yes... eons. i'd tried the phone
but, he probably forgot his
somewhere...  so, michael! such a
fool, with his bad jokes and
annoying concerns for me... right
now he needs me.

GAYA
is there anything i can say to...?

SELENE
no! nothing.

GAYA
the research gave some results. in
weeks we can provide you with a
vaccine.

SELENE
he will not survive that long.

(CONTINUED)
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GAYA
if you're not going to change your
mind at least take this...

Shows her a little bottle.

Gaya opens a cubbord takes out the blood bags that suplies
selene and with a seringe injects in each of them a bit of
her medicine

GAYA
 is still to weak...

SELENE
I'll hurry back then. Gal will...

GAYA
Leave him to me, he made enough,
mistakes... where would men be
without us. They always need our
help, don't they?

Selene call one more time (phone). sigh she leave but the
toy remains on the side of the bed

INT. VLADS PLACE. VLADS OFFICE/TRAINING GROUND  - NIGHT

michael's phone is ringing . vlad pick up the
PHONE "Selene". the ring stop. the display shows "25 missed
calls" all from selene. he close and put it in a drawer.

LATER at the training ground vlad claps his hands

VLAD
that's enough!

everybody stands down except Michael who in rage, continue
to chase soldiers. michael attack vlad. vlad stop him with a
single hand on his throat, michaels eyes are (circle) red.

VLAD
enough!

after some reluctance michael submits and return to human
form. they all calm down

(CONTINUED)
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VLAD
ok, now. you're training is going
pretty well. i thought i'll give you
the good news.

MICHAEL
word from selene?

VLAD
no, i'm sorry! but were going to pay
them a visit. good news right? i
want to test my new toy.

opens a box. a futuristic gun

MICHAEL
...is this the famous weapon i heard
rumors about?

VLAD
my soldier talk to much! this is
a... tool, that has to be baptized
in real combat. in the tunnels of
ancient compound!

MICHAEL
when we get inside--

VLAD
so anxious to meet her?

MICHAEL
yes, i am. she's waiting my return.

VLAD
is up to us. come let's build a
strategy, your knowledge of the
tunnels gets quite in handy

INT. CORVINUS CASTLE. OUTSIDE TORTURE ROOM

GAL THE ANCIENT
What's your name?

COUNT VLAD
None of ye business.

(CONTINUED)
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CORVINUS
He is the one who... ravaged my...
party and... left!

COUNT VLAD
It become to extravagant for my
liking. i'm more of a classy guy.

CORVINUS
Killing people classy is for ye? How
did she wrong thee...

COUNT VLAD
She had... this beautiful gift. i
could not resist it.

CORVINUS
Butcher!

COUNT VLAD
Crying over spilt milk?

CORVINUS
Gal, let this prisoner be mine. i
will serve him... justice.

GAL THE ANCIENT
Revenge ain't justice.

CORVINUS
He took--

GAL THE ANCIENT
--And i shall took it back from him.

CORVINUS
Helena died because of him...

Gal takes an archaic and stylish syringe and and shot vlad

GAL THE ANCIENT
By killing him, you prove not better
than him Alexander.

CORVINUS
Are we to let him free?

(CONTINUED)
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GAL THE ANCIENT
Imprisonment shall be in order. He
needs time to reconsider his deeds.

CORVINUS
Leave him in my care and i assure
thee, he'll have all the time in the
world to reflect.

GAL THE ANCIENT
You're not no kill him! I want your
word on it.

CORVINUS
promise on my wife's grave, i shall
not kill him...

GAL THE ANCIENT
Take this man, i don't want to see
his face ever again.

COUNT VLAD
This i promise to you, we shall meet
again, you will regret taking sides.

Alarm clock

EXT. ON A BACK ALLEY

Alarm clock weaks up Selene.

She takes out needles from her arm. Throws the empty blood
bagg. And checks her backpack there are some(few)more

SELENE
This memories are draining me...

Draws out a photo of michael

SELENE
You dummy, please don't do something
stupid.

INT. VLADS PLACE. VLADS OFFICE

(CONTINUED)
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VLAD
who else knows better the tunnels?
you will lead the team that push
them back.

MICHAEL
but--

VLAD
-- there is no use if we get to
Selene only to be surrounded by
fire. now, there's still a little
question of breaking in. A surprise
attack--

MICHAEL
--the gate will open, quietly. just
like i get out. My treat.

Close Up on his wrist watch

VLAD
Let's get going then.

INT. VLADS PLACE

selene is making an entry with high explosives, hand
grenades. lots of uv flashes and uv emitting liquides and
fragments flying. almost nobody to defend. she moves without
fancy moves but her aim are sharp accurate.

after checking here and there finds a (vamp) butler in
hiding. knife to it's neck

SELENE
where is the hybrid?

SERVANT
like that's going to hurt me

selene deepen her knife in a near PUDDLE of UV (emitting)
LIQUID, violently stab his hand and put the knife to his
throat

(CONTINUED)
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SELENE
you were saying? i didn't came here
to play.

SOLDIER 3(O.S)
neither do i.

a GUN at her back of her head

INT. ANCIENTS COMPLEX. TUNNELS/SELENES ROOM

LAUD GUN SHOT,

then again and again coming from Vlads WEAPON. very
effective against ancients, although they heal after being
shot. vlad is disguised

the weapon gets crushed in the middle of the fight

VLAD
(to Michael)

keep pushing them, we came for
something!

vlad and his guard depart toward selenes quarters. arrives
there but nobodies in the room.

VLAD
checked the perimeter?

SOLD2
no one's in around.

Selenes toy is besides bed

Vlad angry stare... then he spots the toy, wicked smile

VLAD
You! lay down in that bed! that's an
order, soldier. hold this(a female
part, of daddy's toy)

vlad push set a button on one concealed gun with UV bullets.
he shot the vamp.

(CONTINUED)
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VLAD
may we meet in the afterlife,
brother. you served me well.

michael is fighting to keep ancients on low profile. vlad's
voice in his ear piece

VLAD(O.S.)
Michael you need to see this

he rush to her room

VLAD
we search this whole perimeter,
but... i'm afraid we're to late.

revealing an unrecognizable burned body on the bed, who's
holding the toy in his hand.

michael touches the body who transform into ashes

MICHAEL
Selene! this is not happening. i
came for you, selene. tell me
something. i kept my promise,
selene. i came for...

michaels transforms and howl.

he ripe his cloths off, stops a split moment, one hand on
his glued toy then ripp it off (his chest heals but the hair
don't grow back on that spot) and breaks out of the room...
red eye heading for the fighting line.

michael FIGHTS both, gal and Gaya.

vlad recovers the broken toy, he smiles.

VLAD
You're mine...

vlad goes back in tunnels,

Micheal's overwhelmed.

(CONTINUED)
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COUNT VLAD
Retreat! Vampirius cover fire!

increase in fire power from vlads side allow him the cover
to get back, with crushed michael in his arms.

COUNT VLAD
My work is done. gal, this world is
mine!(superior laugh). See yeah
soon.

INT.VLADS PLACE. VLADS OFFICE

soldier points gun at selene

SOLDIER 3
who are you?

SELENE
the question isn't who i am, but...
what is this?

in her right hand she shows him a safety pin, and in the
other hand she has a grenade.

SELENE
duck!

BOOM, uv lights, explosion. Selenes back on the butler

SELENE
where is he? where is Michael?

SERVANT
Michael?! you are... the one they've
out for... bitch.

he dies

SELENE
than back it is!

EXT. OUTSIDE ANCIENTS GATE - DAY

selene barely making it to the ancient hideout. she collapse
on the steps outside of the gate

(CONTINUED)
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SELENE (V.O)
Funny, how life arranges things. in
your pursue of happiness you push
him away, his help become an
obstacle that made you forget your
own private and intimate dreams.
Then lone, in your time of weakness,
you realize, the men you pushed
away, the help you took as granted
are the one you need the most, to
overcome the biggest obstacle that
stood in your way, yourself!

INT. ANCIENT COMPLEX. INFIRMERY

SELENE
What happened?

GAL THE ANCIENT
We find you on the outside steps,
kid... you two remind me so much of
my youth...

SELENE
Michael?

Gal nod disappointed

SELENE
What's to do?

GAL THE ANCIENT
We fight, before is to late. Vlad
doesn't have an army of hybrids
soldiers, but he surely has lots of
vampire followers.

SELENE
So what's his story?

GAL THE ANCIENT
You don't wanna know...

SELENE
Michael is at his mercy, i want to
know! All of it from the beginning!

(CONTINUED)
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GAL THE ANCIENT

The beginnings... Vlad used a bat to
steal blood at a Corvinus party, and
lots of rabid wolves to taint the
blood of the remaining and drive
them insane... william was bitten by
a wolf, marcus by the bat.

SELENE
The beginning

GAL THE ANCIENT
Serendipity made that the bat was
bitten by a wolf and this made
possible the first hybrid. And he
was the one who decapitated Helena
because... nobody else was supposed
to survive the... Selene you're
allright

Selene collapse. Gal push emergency button. Medical stuff
enters

GAL THE ANCIENT
She's in shock.

After trying, she is revised

MEDIC
It may be possible that she will
never wake up again, for now we
better leave her rest

GAL THE ANCIENT
Complication after complication...

INT.VLADS COMPLEX. VLADS OFFICE

Vlad watching surveillance cameras records, of selene visit

VLAD
only one made such a ruckus?

(CONTINUED)
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VAMPIRIUS
she's good, pity we can't have this
day walker.

VLAD
We will, in time. only one step at a
time...  for now make sure Michael
doesn't see this!

VAMPIRIUS
understood.

VLAD
he's almost ready. one more push and
hell be totally mine. he's a good
asset.

VAMPIRIUS
such a shame the weapon broke during
tests--

VLAD
--who said it broke? my weapon is
fine.

he looks at the broken toy, puts it in the drawer besides
his phone. and take from there syringe with green content

VLAD
It only needs minor polish. Wake up
all the sleeping cells. in 24 hours
we go to war... this time we'll
crush them.

INT. ANCIENT COMPLEX. INFIRMERY

selene is bandaged.

lots of soldiers pack and prepare for war, in hurry

SELENE
Did you change my head with a gong?

GAYA
We almost lost yea. I'm giving you
the new improved formula.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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GAYA (cont'd)
but it will need time to take
effect.

SELENE
what's this mess?

GAL THE ANCIENT
war preparation!

SELENE
Michael?

GAL THE ANCIENT
that's not Michael... anymore.

pictures from the fight

SELENE
i'd never seen him so deeply
transformed

GAL THE ANCIENT
and from his features i'd say he
doesn't have much until it'll be
irreversible.

INT.VLADS COMPLEX. VLADS OFFICE

michael enters, vampirius abruptly change the images on the
screen

MICHAEL
what happened? why I don't remember?

VAMPIRIUS
total transformation!

VLAD
ahh, the wanders of human mind. it
blocks out... pain.

MICHAEL
pain? what pain? what happened?

(CONTINUED)
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VLAD
You fully transformed, in the raid,
you...

MICHAEL
Me, what?

VLAD
selene... she, ain't with us
anymore.

MICHAEL
no! what did i do?

VLAD
no son, you didn't do anything. we
were to late... for her.

MICHAEL
but... i returned. i did... there
were stil time.

VLAD
time, yes! but she didn't died of
the blood weakness. she was
executed!

flashes of him with the ashes

MICHAEL
I lost... selene... i have to go
back. now!

VAMPIRIUS
it's impossible. troops aren't yet
ready !

MICHAEL
i don't care!

michael punches vampirius who stood in his way

vlad shoot him in the back, with a tranquilizer and holding
him to calm him down, look directly into his eyes

(CONTINUED)
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VLAD
for your own good. the storm is
coming and you'll be right in the
middle of it, for now, sleep.

VAMPIRIUS
are you going to push further his
limits?

VLAD
No remnant of the corvinuses will be
left alive after this melee.

vlad smiles deviously.

INT. ANCIENTS PLACE. SELENES ROOM

A love poem leather book cover on selenes chest, she is
asleep.

pictures of michael besides selene, she sleeps. Selene
dreams of run toward michael but not moving but sliding
back. she wakes up.

Selene goes at the window, she draws something on the glass.
on the bed are guns, shes strapped in fight gear. outside is
night and raining.

one of the pictures is with him totally transformed

SELENE
when death's a heart beat away,
soldiers write letters, to their
loved ones. to whom will i send
mine?

GAYA
Men... they always rush into things.

SELENE
I... he, with all his exaggerated...
it was to much for me... i needed
space... i shouldn't sent him away.
 ...death never was a real threat.

(CONTINUED)
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GAYA
You two got in the middle of all
this, old hate. maybe it's better if
you let us--

SELENE
unacceptable!

GAYA
what if you find yourself in front
of michael? what then? if he doesn't
recognize you? if his transformation
is beyond returning, then--

SELENE
--he's my problem.

Gaya put a gun in her hand

GAYA
could you, pull the trigger on him?

SELENE
i let him into darkness, i'll get
him free.

looks his picture where he's totally transformed

SELENE
 Is he a human anymore?

GAYA
what does your hart tells you?

explosion in the distance

GAYA
has already started?

in her earpiece

GAL THE ANCIENT(V.O.)
Gaya, come to me, now!

INT. ANCIENT COMPLEX. GALS OFFICE - NIGHT

(CONTINUED)
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GAL THE ANCIENT
the other branches have been
alarmed?

ANT SOLD
No, it wasn't enough time. Wired
lines are taken down, all air
frequencies jammed... we are on our
own.

GAL THE ANCIENT
and on our own we shall...

big EXPlOSION

GAL THE ANCIENT
We have to hold up seven, maybe
eight hours, until someone will
notice and send troupes.

looking at exterior surveillance footage, streets swarm with
vampire soldiers.

Gaya enters

ANT SOLD
we are doomed...

GAL THE ANCIENT
we have to make it!

GAYA
What's happening?

GAL THE ANCIENT
Gaya, good, your here. take all
noncombatants, sick bay patients,
kids, lead them to escapes east side
corridors. This night is--

EXT. ANCIENT COMPLEX. YARD

(CONTINUED)
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COUNT VLAD
--our time!(beat) Let us keep a
moment of silence for those who cant
be with us in this fight(he put his
hand on the broche/chest). Let us
purify our minds praying for them,
for they are not forgotten. let us
clean our bodies in blood. let us
show this tyrants for what they are.
lets show them why we are no longer
shadows of the underground. This is
the time to get out of the dark,
into a new world. our world!

BIG, BIG explosion

COUNT VLAD
make no mistake, there's no way out
for them, they will fight to one.
and like one thy will die! this is
the night we write history

INT. ANCIENT COMPLEX. GALS OFFICE

explosion. walls shake

GAL THE ANCIENT
what was that? Report!

ANT SOLD
all east side tunnels collapsed.

GAL THE ANCIENT
the evacuation roots... Gaya do you
hear me?

static noise from speaker

GAYA
--the walls collapsed, all roots are
blocked. the kids, the kids are
still here, they didn't passed!

GAL THE ANCIENT
Take the kids at the deposit 10!
we're going to--
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EXT. ANCIENT COMPLEX. YARD/ DEPOSIT 10

VAMPIRES
Fight!!!

lasers cannon are being over run by the share number of
vampires

gal and his team retreat to the deposits

in the deposit selene and the kids stays put in one corner.
Gaya recharge magazines with bullets. gals comes in for amo

GAL THE ANCIENT
(to Gaya)reload and prepare
yourself, you're coming to.

SELENE
bad news?

GAL THE ANCIENT
not enough gun power and no, i
didn't saw michael

from selenes arms Lily run in his dads arms

LILY
it's all my fault

GAL THE ANCIENT
how's that?

LILY
i let Michael leave.

GAL THE ANCIENT
i figured that part out, and it's
ok. this would had happened anyways.
vlad planed this for a long time.

LILY
what should i do daddy?

gun shoots more close to the deposit

(CONTINUED)
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GAL THE ANCIENT
remember when we play with this
(gun) onetime, without mummy's
knowledge? here, take it. Protect
this kids. can you do that?

LILY
Yes, daddy.

GAL THE ANCIENT
i have to go now.

he kisses Lily on the forehead

GAL THE ANCIENT
Gaya, are you ready?

she puts her short scimitars in the back scabbards and takes
a gun, nod

GAL THE ANCIENT
Selene?

She takes her gun out.

GAL THE ANCIENT
then, lets look Death in the eye!

EXT. ANCIENT COMPLEX. OUTSIDE DEPOSIT 10

gal and GAYA fight with incredible speed. help each other,
soon more wounded soldiers retreat behind them. selene
shoots from cover. ancients regain terrain.

some vamps that tries to cut their way to deposit doors from
side tunnel, gal looks back

SELENE
on it!

selene and two soldiers chase them and run after them

EXT.ANCIENT COMPLEX. YARD/ VLADS TENT

vampirius outside overseeing fight with binoculars.
acknowledge selene go chasing vampires, speak on his walkie

(CONTINUED)
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VAMPIRIUS
she's gone!

VLAD
I only need a moment, after that he
won't recognize her.

he turns to reveal michael waking after vlad inject him with
a syringe

VLAD
i told you you'll be a part of this.
i kept the best, last. do you still
wanna do it?

MICHAEL
lets meet tomorrow in the afterlife
and discuss it, brother.

VLAD
i don't intend going that way. i
don't fight to lose

pulls out a syringe gun and shows it to michael

VLAD
this is something that's going to
help your transformation go even
farther, increase your strength,
speed... even the odds up a bit.

MICHAEL
they will pay for the all their
deceivings

michael is shoot with the green content, transforms and face
gal.

Gaya tries to intervene and help gal but is powerfully hit
by vlads intervention

VLAD
never turn your back on me. i'm your
opponent!

vampirius from the cover targets gal with his sniper rifle

(CONTINUED)
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Men stand back and let space for the leaders to fight. noise
of fight are heard only from distant grounds.

Lily has cracked the door of the deposit  and look outside
at the fights

gal is almost to lose to michael, helped by vampirius, when
he is to give his final blow. selene came out of the
tunnels. the two soldiers with whom she went empty their
guns in Michaels body... but when he falls down she stops
them

SELENE
Enough, you're killing him.

sign from gal and they let her on her side. meanwhile Gal is
pushing bullets out of his body.

selene close on fallen michael and when she's close enough
he suddenly move and hits her, throwing her to the wall but
she can't fall cause he is fast and point her to the wall,
hand on her throat. she puts her gun at his (side) head

LILY
NO!!! Michael!

SELENE
Michael, don't make me do this,
please. michael!

he pushes even higher on the wall. she pushes her gun more
on his head. Distressed, she let the gun fall of her hand
and touch him gently on his face.

he sees flash images of, happy, her and him, memories. for a
second he get confused then swings his hand across her belly
cutting, with his claws, her suit. the big belly pops up. he
switch his gase from her belly to her mouth, a stream of
blood flaws down her chin on his hand. he looks at her belly
again.

she start to slowly sing to him dady's song quietly, for him

(CONTINUED)
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SELENE
hush little baby don't say a word/
daddy's gonna find you a healing
bird/ if that bird won't do you
good/ daddy's gonna find something
that would/ hush little baby come to
me/daddy will love you wherever
you'll be

michael stepp back few steps, fall on his knee with his face
in his hands he turns slowly back to human form.

vlad angry, put his hand on a special gun with syringes that
contains green liquid. shoots him multiple times. until Lily
shots at vlad and hits the gun

michael have problems with transformation back and forth,
pain, growls/howls and he push out of his body the syringes
and after them the liquid out of his system. then he falls
down exhausted

 VLAD
(pov from michael to
gal)

You disappointed me...

Vlad makes a sign and a heavy gun shooting push ancients
away from deposit doors. Lily close the door. An RPG crash
the doors. A group of vampire get in. Gun fires and kids
screaming, smoke...

Michael recovered, followed by Gaya, under vamp fire in the
deposit only to tackle the last standing vamp. Gaya falls on
the way, shot.  michael shows kids a steel container and
cover with his body the open way to it withstanding the
bullets. falls

Angry, gal charges Vlad, vlad takes a baioneted gun and
throws it at Gal, who alter his jump to avoid the stab,
but... vlad smiles. The gun continues its path to Lily's
face who peek from the container

VLAD
Your weak spot!

(CONTINUED)
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Gal turn and reveal... the baionet stopped just in front of
her face, by michaels hand.

LILY
Michael...

michael turns revealing his golden eyes just like those of
the ancients when fighting. he's in human form now.

then with lighting speed punch vlad in the chest, throwing
him several feet up and away.

Vlad takes a syringe(the green content) out of his pocket
and shot himself.

VLAD
You're not taking me down, kid.

MICHAEL
there is a monster and a kid
inside... inside all of us, but you
are the one choosing whom to listen
to.

VLAD
You came to me, crying baby, don't
you dare going preachy on me, kid.

Vlads transformation accentuate more and more

VLAD
Eight hundred years i waited for
this moment, you ain't going to take
it away, they have to pay... don't
you dare protect them (vlad
struggles with transformation to say
his last words)

MICHAEL
I'm protecting you, from yourself.

FIGHT... vlad loses to a much faster michael

VLAD
There ain't that much of a
difference between you and me.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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VLAD (cont'd)
You became me, when you...(look for
Selene)

Michael distracted is punched back.

MICHAEL
(turn his back on
Vlad to leave)

it is wrong to...

VLAD
Kill? for us there is only one way
out of this...

Vlad aims Micheal and shot his crossbow. galia throws one of
her scimitars.

Slow motion of Michael ducking the disk who bounce on the
scimitar redirected on the walls,

Lily rush to Michael and embrace his torso

The disk cut a throught

the broche falls on the ground

Vlad had falls behind the broche, eyes on it.

his bright red glow fade from his eye. vlad's dead.

Quiet moment on the field. Selene embrace Michael and lily
(both) vampires quietly, flee the scene

GAYA
If only he had someone to take him
out of his madness...

MICHAEL
may you meet her, in the afterlife.

LILY
Where were you? i thought you'd
died.

MICHAEL
I didn't and don't intend to, kiddo.

(CONTINUED)
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LILY
I don't want you to ever meet people
like him. I want you to rather stay
with me!

MICHAEL
You know kiddo, i already have a...

Looks at Selene and Gaya, she (smiling)makes the sign of
broking his neck

MICHAEL
I have a... strong desire to live,
so will see each other sometime
later, for the story i told you
about.

explosions from outside, fight jets, helicopters. ancient
ground troupes spread through vampires.

INT. ANCIENTS COMPLEX. GALS OFFICE

Gaya and Gal enter

LILY
where is michael? he... promised me
a story.

GAL THE ANCIENT
to a better place, a... normal one.

LILY
did you send him--

GAL THE ANCIENT
--No! we can't separate them, we'd
only create... monsters and we had
enough of those.

selene and michael walking, both have ancient wrist watches
on their hand

GAYA
And that's not how you treat your
friends, right?

(CONTINUED)
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LILY
He owes me a story...

GAYA
You can visit him later,
meanwhile...

GAL THE ANCIENT
well, let me tell you... there was,
this guy, who sought freedom by all
means, an interesting man...

 LILY
dad, you suck at telling stories

EXT. OUTSIDE A FARM

somewhere far from human civilization

selene planting flowers in the garden. michael sitting on
the field looking at the sky

SELENE(V.O.)
Change or die. adaptation is one of
nature first lesson we all have to
learn. but even change has its
balance, exaggerate and the thin
line that lies between destruction
and rebirth can be shattered for
eternity. we all have a long way
until we learn our place. life is an
infinite struggle to find ourselves
answers who am i, why do i exist,
where to... sometime we fond our
answers, sometimes we don't.

fragments with many bodies lying dead, after the fight. last
one is on vlad. stop on the broche.

back to selene who unbend a lily flower, and clamp it to a
streight stake

SELENE (V.O.)
is important to have someone around
in our time of darkness, to keep us
straight.

(MORE)
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SELENE (V.O.) (cont'd)

INT. MEDICAL LAB - NIGHT

Ravaged lab. Lab dock and doctor take out of a safe a little
vial.

LAB DOC
what are you going to do with that?

DOCTOR
refine it until i get rid of the
poisonous retrovirus, then, an army.

reveal a little vial of red content, with the label :
Michael Corvin - hybrid blood.


